MZA & Gilded Balloon present

GARETH WAUGH – Oh Boy….!
Sportsmans, Gilded Balloon Teviot
1st – 27th August at 3pm
‘Plenty laughs… an early afternoon treat’
List (2017)

Still just one comedian…
Add one failed rap career…
Plus a totally sold out 2017 fringe debut at 1.30pm…
So no pressure then with the tricky 2nd solo hour…
Sequel to Gareth’s 2017’s smash-hit sellout debut about Honesty, his new show is all about the
Law of The Playground, traveling companions from hell and accidentally fulfilling your teenage
bucket list (if you exclude the failed rap career).
Hailed by the BBC as ‘one of the fastest rising stars of Scottish comedy’– Oh Boy…! is an equally
ambitious hour from one of Scotland’s most exciting emerging writing and standup talents.
In 2017, Waugh sold out his entire solo debut at the Fringe, despite being on at 1.30pm in the
afternoon (a time when most comedians aren’t even up yet during August) and despite the best
efforts of his so called comedian friends in keeping him up late partying every night. His brilliant
show “Honestly” garnered great reviews and superb word of mouth with extra shows being added
in week 3 due to demand. Since then, Gareth has been going from strength to strength as a writer
and performer and becoming a regular compere at Scotland’s biggest comedy clubs.
He tours with some of the hottest names in comedy including Daniel Sloss, Katherine Ryan, Tom
Stade and Tony Law. He’s also a two-time Scottish Comedian of the Year finalist and winner of
Radio Forth’s Big Comedy Audition and has appeared on BBC’s Scot Squad as well as numerous
radio shows including Radio 4’s Speakeasy, John Moloney Show, Radio 4 Xtra Stands Up, BBC
Radio Scotland’s Breaking the News, The Good, the Bad & the Unexpected and Live at the Stand.
‘Hugely personable young Scot…. very funny… amiable and assured… Gareth Waugh is smart,
witty and good company, with a deceptively polished delivery. And that’s the truth.’ Scotsman
‘This is proper stand-up: excellent callbacks, self-deprecating humour, brilliant stories delivered
in a dry Scots accent’
Broadway Baby
‘Surprising and funny…nicely crafted lines...tightly honed, self-mocking... impishly light-hearted…
bigger things likely await.'
Chortle
‘Loads and load of laughs…Potential to be a major player in Scottish if not world Comedy’
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